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FEATURING

THE WORLD HAS CHANGED.
AN ERA OF UNPRECEDENTED
DISRUPTION IS HERE. NOW IS
THE TIME TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

A big thank you to all the contributors
to our 2020 tech trends report.
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Our revels now are
ended. The rise of
the tempest.
We’ll have to be honest with you. We
were about to click go on this trends
report at the beginning of March. Then
the world turned upside down.
At the start of 2020, it was clear that a
new wave of disruption was emerging
critical and growing issues, all directed
towards the rise of purpose-driven
innovation: shifting investment strategy;
genuine sustainability goals; creating
nature of consumer expectations; and
collaboration as a means to advance
and prosper. These issues remain
critical, but their context has shifted
irrevocably.

The unique environment in which
disruption of the norms of life and
business, and a messy reordering of
priorities around survival.
It’s impossible to predict at this stage
how the tech industry will emerge from
the current situation.
However, we must take great
solace from the way in which the
tech industry is rallying together, to
find rapid solutions to life or death
challenges. It is a clear sign that
– despite its recent reputational
challenges – the technology industry
is determined to demonstrate its
purpose-driven ethos. And, we
hope this is a signal as to what
will emerge in the long term from
these troubling times.
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Communications
in uncertain times
working tirelessly to keep their staff safe and
maintain some semblance of normal operations,
communications has come under the spotlight.
As we work from home (if we’re lucky enough),
dazed and anxious about the future, the role of
communications has never been so fundamental.
Reputations, long term growth, brand and share value
will be lost and won in the war we now face.
This report takes a critical eye to the key drivers of
the current disruption in the tech industry, backed
with opinion from leading tech brands across the
world. It provides essential communications advice
on how to weather the storm right now and how
to emerge from this in the best possible way, to
ensure your business can sustain growth and
reputation in the long run.
The months and possibly years ahead will be brutal.
The key question is, how can tech businesses plan
and communicate now, in a way that will ensure they
and ready to take advantage of a very different world?
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MAKE WAY FOR
THE BLACK SWAN
Remember all that commentary about how
2020 would mark a turning point for tech?
Well, at least we all got that one right – even if
it came to pass in the least anticipated way.

2019 was thought of as a chaotic year for the
industry. How, at the start of 2020, there was
much talk of the many lessons being learnt
from the past decade of innovation.
The tech that has already transformed our
lives was to face new scrutiny. More was to
be demanded from innovators and investors.
Regulators would scramble to put the right

respond to the new responsibilities society was
placing on its shoulders. Environmental, social
and governance (ESG) factors were not just in
vogue: they were understood as both what is
and what ought to be the guiding light.

Then came COVID-19.
An enormous economic downturn, and the
immediate reordering of public and private
priorities to minimise devastation from the
pandemic, seems to have thrown all of this
in the virus-laden air.
But there’s a crucial way in which it has reinforced
the shift that had already begun to take place.
The urgency for innovation geared towards human
advancement has been heightened by this stark
reminder of human vulnerability.
The pandemic’s most powerful impact on the tech
industry will be to create an even more bullish
focus on the forces that were beginning to change
the market before it. The ascent of purpose-driven
innovation is front of mind for all.

Now is not the time to go quiet – now is the time
to get your message across.
Let’s talk about it.
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DE-RISKING YOUR
EXIT STRATEGY

A nervous energy hangs
over the investor landscape.
The mantra of growth above all else that dominated
the tech industry for more than a decade is no
longer uttered with the same zeal. In fact, it now
hangs in the balance.
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Even before the global pandemic
began to set in, it’s easy to see
the rationale behind the decline in
admiration for – merely – growth. 2019
that prompted all in the tech industry
– whether investors or pundits – to
revisit the principles they apply when
considering market opportunities.

The success stories of 2019 have shown what
the most promising players in the market tend to
look like. Gross margins are big indicators, and
software-as-a-service reigned supreme. Meanwhile,
companies with a substantiated ESG focus were
also hugely in favour.

As the year began, it appeared to be a good time
to be in the game. Investor pockets were deep
and exciting scale-ups continued to emerge.
Then Covid-19 arrived. The markets crashed.
The circuit breakers were triggered repeatedly.
And the world economy came to a standstill.

As everyone attempts to come to terms with
what is going on, ‘pause’ is the word of the day.
As the tech and investor world tries to get its head
around this new, shifting reality, more questions
currently arise than answers. Will the already

by any means? Will the appetite for sustainable
investment continue?

likely to see any rigidity return anytime soon.
However, this is a trends report after all, and
through the fog, some are becoming apparent.

Magdalena Kala

@magdalenakala

Lessons here:
1) If you are launching a brand, think hard at the
there asap
2) If you take VC $, be mindful of expectations you
are taking on, and take as little as possible
3) Don’t plan to get bailed out by a big strategic
1:55 pm · 16 Feb 2020
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ESG IS HERE TO STAY
(IN THE LONG TERM)
Despite the stock market turmoil, all signs would
indicate that the new-found fervour for ESG isn’t
ending anytime soon.
Issues around sustainability remain front of mind
a safer bet. And when the pandemic eventually
diminishes, we all know the climate crisis is a
critical issue we must return to.

Environmental experts have warned that the
outbreak and resulting economic fallout could
lead to a slowdown in the world’s transition to
clean energy, which understandably has many
experts worried.
Fatih Birol, executive director of the
International Energy Agency, claims that
“we should not allow today’s crisis to
compromise the clean energy transition.”

“ESG is a bear market necessity not a bull
market luxury,” strategists from the Bank
of America have stated. “ESG is even more
critical during a downturn, and recent
evidence supports this.”

With time running out to turn back the tide
on climate change, pressure will be on the
government to put the right policies in place.
However, in the near term, it’s unlikely many
policy makers will have the capacity to make
this a priority.

However, despite this promising long-term view,
the short term is less rosy.

Despite a clear long-term need and commitment,
it is certain that short term investment will suffer.

Growth versus profitability
In the mid to long term, as the wounds
from the pandemic linger, and we remember
lessons from 2019 around frothy unicorn
valuations, there will inevitably be a greater
focus on substance.
We will see a shift away from a desire for
fast growth no-matter-what, and a more
old-fashioned style of metrics being applied
to appraise the promise a company holds.

Expect to hear more about gross margins
and operating margins – along with other

models, even from younger companies.
Analysts at Bloomberg New Energy Finance have
slashed forecasts for new solar power projects
by eight per cent with expected sales for electric
vehicles also likely to stall.

It’s not that fast growth won’t be pursued,
or that unrealistic expectations of early

According to Sifted’s recent analysis of those start-

be demonstrated early on.

are nowhere to be seen. According to Preqin data,
VC investment in China dropped by 66 per cent
between January to February.
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A TOUCH OF
CLASSIFICATION

Spotlight on UK and Europe

The diverging fortunes of different types of
tech players has seen a renewed emphasis

When talking about the tech industry as
a whole, it’s easy to slip into a habit of
narrowing the focus on Silicon Valley.

trying to get on the gravy train by billing
themselves as ‘tech companies’ simply
because they use digital interfaces to enable
humans to transact and deliver services in
the physical world.

But be prepared to see Europe – and
the UK in particular – feature more
prominently as a major hub of tech
innovation and investment. According to
Tech Nation’s latest report on the matter,
investment in UK tech soared by 44 per
cent in the last year to over £10bn – more
than France and Germany combined.
Meanwhile, the UK has now become third
in the world for tech unicorns behind only
the US and China, with 77 companies
valued at over $1bn.

the months and years ahead, we can expect

Actual Tech / Pure Tech:
In general, these tend to be B2B and softwareas-a-service companies. A mark of these types

A WORD OF
CAUTION

with software margins”, as Fred Wilson, a VC
at Union Square Venture, puts it. In keeping
metrics, they tend to produce gross margins
of 75+ per cent.

Tech-Adjacent:
This term refers to companies that use a digital platform
to facilitate the provision of real-world goods and services,
but whose principal products aren’t software (think Uber,
valued alongside “similar businesses with similar margins”,
but with a premium because they still do leverage software.

in Europe, which will lead to a higher
conversion of seed investments to
Series A. More capital in Europe means
it will retain its founders. This, in turn,
will create the conditions for further
innovation and attracting talent:
• London already accounts for
• VC funding for British start-ups
reached a record £13.2bn in 2019
(+44 per cent). Similar spikes in
investment can be seen in Germany
(+41 per cent) and France (+37
per cent).
• Expect to see further advances in
biotech in UK & Europe.
The UK tech scene’s reaction to the
rapid advancement of the Covidhave shown their mettle and ability
to innovate and pivot at pace. From
rocket companies that are now
3D printing face masks, to Dyson
converting manufacturing lines to
produce ventilators, the war time
spirit of innovation is palpable. A
spirit which will hold them in good
stead as they seek investment further
down the line.

“

It is encouraging to see European and
UK innovation receive the attention
it deserves and the global pandemic
has accelerated this since digital tools
become more important than ever.
However, the financial doom has also
caused a slow-down of the unhealthy
trend that began in the US many years
ago, where funding rounds got larger
and deals got inked faster. In the
upcoming months we will see more
patience in the due diligence processes
to fully understand a company’s
business challenges and values.
In light of the current market
challenges, I hope that we are likely
to see entrepreneurs and investors
alike taking a more patient approach,
carefully looking into how they can
find the perfect match and build a
sustainable business that adds longterm value to both customers and
the environment at large.

Felicitas Hagen
Marketing and Communications
Manager, Creandum
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Natasha Lytton
Head of Brand and
Network, Seedcamp
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted more than ever just how
much genuine innovation is integral to a company’s success. Already,
we’re seeing the truly innovative businesses adapt, iterate and do
whatever it takes to make the best out of this current situation. As
we experience a seismic shift in our emotional and physical states,
sustainability and genuine purpose remain a hygiene factor and in high
demand for today’s consumers who are looking for new solutions,
products and services to help navigate this new world we’re living in.
Whether it’s rethinking event participation and the need to travel,
options which have currently been taken away from us, through
companies like Hopin and Houseparty, or bringing fitness online and
making it interactive through companies like fiit.tv, we’re seeing digital
innovation really come to the fore across sectors, out to shake up
incumbent players and rethink the ways in which we all live, interact
and buy.

Mattias Ljungman
Founder,
Moonfire Ventures
The coronavirus is affecting society
profoundly - and accelerating
macro trends of digitising the
economy. Great entrepreneurs
are adjusting and, in some cases,
redefining their business models to
become more relevant.
We will see how standout
companies, who have always been
purpose-driven, are now even more
focused on having an impact. It
has been amazing to see how the
tech community has stepped up
during this crisis.

Purpose, rather than a badging exercise, needs to be ingrained
from the beginning if early-stage businesses are truly going to
compete on a global level and speak to today’s more discerning
and uncertain consumer.
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THE BIG
TAKEOUT
IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE MESSAGE
Amid the fallout from 2019’s over-valuated underperformers, many analysts and

Meanwhile, the recent events and continued investment in ESG, demonstrates that
a clear commitment to purpose-driven and genuine innovation will be scrutinised
more than ever.

take to investors.
And to develop that message, they must establish where they are positioned in
the tech landscape and how they can take a credible commercial story to market.

Arkadiy Serezhkin
Host and Lead Organiser,
London New Tech
In 2019, it was made evident that
companies focusing primarily on
growth, rather than foreseeable
profitability, would be unsustainable
in the long-term. The reason for this
is the rise of the competition for
customer acquisition.
Entering 2020, the public will
scrutinise early stage companies in a
manner not seen since the post-dotcom bubble. Investors would overlook
marketing abilities, prioritising the
underlying tech itself. Founders should
expect amplified due diligence as well
as a demand for foreseen profitability.

honesty and humanity, and then double down on your efforts to spread the word.
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Jamie Vollbracht
Partner, IP Group
In the short term, the Covid situation
means that many investors will be
focused on shoring up their existing
portfolios and as such less inclined/less
able to do new deals. But things will
recover. And of course there are funds
that don’t have large existing portfolios
that are looking to deploy today. Before
Covid hit, I was seeing a trend towards
increased demand for businesses that
have positive impact, particularly from
an environmental standpoint. I think that
macro trend isn’t going away and so in
the medium term, companies that have,
and can clearly articulate, a positive
purpose are going to be better placed
when engaging with investors.
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THE END OF STEALTH
SUSTAINABILITY

The challenge of addressing the
climate emergency has been
around for a long time. And it
isn’t about to stop anytime soon.
We’ve just got a more pressing

Nonetheless, something that
the pandemic has revealed is
just how much people continue
to deeply care about the issue.
While the global death toll from
Covid-19 continues to rise, one
of the few issues that manages
to sneak through the chaos
of noise is stories around the
environment.

dioxide levels across eastern and
central China have been 10-30
per cent lower than normal.

Air pollution in London has
dropped by up to 50 per cent
between January and March,
according to data from University
of York/Defra. 190 countries
logged in digitally to this year’s
WWF’s annual Earth Hour event
on 28th March, with major cities,
landmarks and households
switching off their lights to reduce
energy consumption and light
pollution.
Meanwhile, environmental
activism has not taken a
backseat. Both Fridays for Future
and Extinction Rebellion, to name
a few, have launched online talks
and webinars to engage people
as protests and gatherings go
virtual. Tech platforms such as
TikTok are also enabling younger
generations to express their
feelings in more creative ways.
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“Even if we’re worried about other things,
the climate crisis is still continuing and the
deadline [to reduce global carbon emissions]
still remains,” commented Mitzi Jonelle Tan,
convenor for Youth Advocates for Climate
Action Philippines.

Despite the demands and focus of the current
pandemic, we must take a longer view.
Now – more than ever before – it is increasingly
understood that a full reimagination of our politics,
economy, infrastructure and built environment is
required to create a sustainable future – not just
for future generations, but for all of us now.

ADVERSITY FUELS THE
GREATEST INNOVATION

Calls from the public, activists and scientists
can’t be ignored.

And – as with Covid-19 – the world is turning
to the tech industry for solutions.

However, in the current Covid-19 crisis and
the resulting recession, we’re already seeing
setbacks, with commentators predicting an
even tougher time ahead to get back on our
green feet.

A fascinating development from the reaction
to the Covid-19 outbreak is that when the
industry puts its mind to it, it can achieve
great innovation for good, at a rapid pace.

No pressure, then.

Clean energy analysts have cut their forecasts
for renewable energy – with governments and
business understandably focusing on short term
economic stimulus rather than long term clean
tech.
There are a number of potential roadblocks,
with analysts predicting higher costs for green
manufacturers and interruptions to global
operations as industries attempt to get back up
on their feet.
“If companies are hurting, they may delay or
even cancel climate-friendly policies that require
investments up front”, warns Rob Jackson, a
professor of Earth system science at Stanford
University.

In fact, great strides are being made on the
innovation front.
That the fastest growing start-up in the UK –
Bulb – is a renewable energy supplier has
become a source of industry pride.
That it is now just one of many renewable energy
players in an increasingly competitive market is
even more encouraging.
Meanwhile, advances in the wider ecosystem
ranging from electric vehicles to the use of
blockchain to minimise waste all signal that
strong strides are being made to help meet
our emissions targets.

There is some hope for the climate
then. If you put aside the brutal economic
impact on certain industries, this pandemic
has taught us that we can take a few less
business transactions via Zoom, we can
manage with slightly less meat and
changes of clothes. When you think
about what our key workers are currently
having to endure, we can make a few

When the pandemic finally subsides, we
can expect to see a continued emphasis
on tech focused towards supporting
both humanity and our planet. And the
financial benefits will be clear, in the
short and long term.
But combining a commercial message
with a moral one remains a big challenge.
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BEWARE THE
GREENWASHING TRAP

The term ‘greenwashing’ has been around
for almost 40 years. But it has been given
new life by the cultural moment being
enjoyed by ‘authenticity’ – whether actual
or perceived. If it looks phoney, it will get
called out.

…BUT BE EVEN MORE
WARY OF GREENWASHING PARALYSIS
Here’s a peculiar development for you
to chew on:

making strong efforts to improve their
sustainability practices – but are keeping it
on the down-low.
Why?
Professor Steve Evans, director of research
in industrial sustainability at Cambridge
University’s Institute for Manufacturing,
shared some thoughts with The Guardian.
And it turns out, it’s because they’re
scared of being accused of – wait for it –
greenwashing.
Other concerns:
• Customers might think it will drive the
cost of products up
• Businesses are worried they might lose a
competitive edge by revealing the secret
that their sustainable practices are actually
more cost effective
• Business customers might see this as a
meaningless distraction

George Baggaley
Communications Lead, HP UK&I
There is an obvious moral imperative to tackle the climate
emergency – but increasingly, there’s a business one too,
with customers choosing companies that demonstrate
green commitments. HP has a long track record of leading
on sustainability. However, beyond simply shouting about
our own progress, HP – as a business that works with
thousands of suppliers, partners and retailers across most
sectors – has the ability to foster wider positive change.
This attitude of going beyond one’s own four walls –
thinking about others and not just the bottom line – has
proved essential in the current COVID-19 epidemic for
any firms wishing to have a truly positive impact on society.
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2. IGNORE
THE HATERS

1. TAKE THE
STIGMA AWAY:
The tech industry and the corporate world
more generally are typically accused of not
doing enough.
It’s ironic that many players within them
feel they have to cover up their good work.
The reality is that we all pay a price when
this happens. For one thing, it deprives
industries of strong examples of best practice
to follow. It also undermines the strong
incentive other companies would have to
ramp up their sustainability efforts if they saw
other companies leading the way. And as a
result, businesses – and more importantly, the
environment – suffer.
The global pandemic highlights that these
“good signals” that Yudkowsky refers to helps
to boost morale and motivate action. Hesitancy
and lethargy are our biggest enemies.

It is absolutely true that companies that are
doing nothing should stay clear of making
grandiose statements about the climate
emergency or any other environmental
issue.
But for those making some efforts – even if
modest – there’s a strong case to be made
in favour of allowing them to enjoy the halo
effect that comes with it.

Eliezer Yudkowsky @ESYudkowsky
Look, people can either signal virtue, signal malice,
or signal neutrality, and I for one shall favour those
who signal virtue.

But if it is, ain’t nothing wrong with signalling it.
1:55 pm · 16 Feb 2020

As Jason Mitchell, co-head of responsible
investing at Man Group, wrote in the
Financial Times
normative landscape”.
Make the effort.
Then tell the world about it.

Joanna Hubbard
Co-founder & CEO, Electron
We founded Electron because we understood what role
we could play in creating the future energy system that we
wanted: zero carbon, distributed and deeply inclusive. We
use that purpose to attract the best minds and executors
out there - because we need them to solve these real
challenges. There’s a lot of noise out there in innovation
right now, you need a clear purpose or you get muffled out.
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Mikela Druckman
Founder, Greyparrot AI
Kofi Asante
Head of Strategy & Business Development, Elroy Air
Governments, multi-billion-dollar logistics companies, NGOs,
investors, oil & gas companies and airlines have all explicitly
expressed to us their interest in investing in environmentally
friendly modalities. Our hybrid electric system allows us to
service their demand in a way that has previously not been
possible via trucks, planes or helicopters. As we spend
time with stakeholders in a number of countries that have
requested our systems, I have seen a universal interest in
hybrid electric / electric systems.

We produce two billion tons of solid waste per year. 60 per
cent of that is going to landfill, and only 14 per cent is recycled
causing major ecological impact. At Greyparrot, our vision is
to create a world where waste is monitored, captured, and
reused in the most effective way. We provide AI-based waste
recognition software to power next-generation smart systems
and robotics that will monitor, audit, and sort waste
at scale.

Will Miller
Marketing Director, Tech Nation
Our most recent ‘Upscale 5.0’ demonstrates that Tech for Good
remains a prominent trend, highlighting an increased public
interest in climate change and sustainability. In fact, in a recent
study we found that the UK is a global centre for socially
responsible technology innovation.
‘Tech for social good’ companies were worth £2.3 billion in
2018, with a turnover of £732 million – larger than the amount
generated by the manufacture of consumer electronics in the
UK (£634 million). With innovation opening up a huge
opportunity to tackle some of our biggest global issues,
this trend will be fundamental in 2020.
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4

HOW TO
OWN ETHICS

Data protection. Surveillance. Bias.
Black box. Attention hacking. Psychometric
profiling. Trolling. Fake news. Deep fakes.
For an industry notorious for promoting
itself as transforming the world for the better,
tech is at the heart of ethical challenges that
transcend the traditional fault lines of culture
and religion.
And so, the industry’s famed ethos to
“move fast and break things” has been
met with urgent calls from investors,
consumers and regulators to instead

We entered 2020 with the era of
purpose-driven innovation mounting
pressure on tech firms to demonstrate
how they place ethical considerations at
the centre of their activities – from design
through to deployment.
These pressures have come from
the bottom-up and the top-down
in equal measure.
The rise of Covid-19 has provided the perfect
platform for the tech industry to demonstrate
how it is putting ethics above the insatiable
race for growth. And many are rising to
the challenge.
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funding to support small businesses. Tech giants are handing over
anonymised data to help predict the peak of the virus. They might
be the wealthiest companies in the world. But this is progress.
Thierry Breton, Internal Market Commissioner, sees this as
a new start. “We need to build a new rationale: Regulators
need to work with hard law, but also with soft law, by
appealing to those companies’ sense of responsibility
to be able to act quickly.”
But when it comes to ethics, with anything in the tech world,
it’s complex.

We all must answer to the government & NHS for support
and Skyrora is in a fortunate enough position to do so.
We are confident that we will get through this stronger.
It is at a time like this, that a business like ours should
step up and carry out a civic duty, setting aside the normal
commercial activity and standing side by side with the Scottish
government, the NHS and the UK government for the greater
good of our country.
Volodymyr Levykin,
Chief Executive Officer, Skyrora

Tracking the spread of the virus is crucial. However, the reality of
that is we come one step closer to the dystopian fears that have
plagued the public mind ever since the Cambridge Analytica debacle
to saving lives, there’s no question it needs to be done. However,
(whatever that might look like), there will undoubtedly be important

Tech firms need to prepare for this now.
In the year ahead, from above, we’d expect to see the insurrection
Maybe now, such stringent regulation will not be needed – and –

continue to see the commercial imperative driven by demands from
the consumer. This is only set to increase as people across the
globe reassess what is dear to them.
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External pressures versus internal business logic

The big challenge
facing “Ethics Owners”
A key trend to look out for is the
rise of what have come to be
known as ‘ethics owners’ within
researchers at the Data & Society
Research Institute, who interviewed
a set of corporate leaders assigned
this responsibility.

These could be ‘chief ethical
level, or simply individuals given
the responsibility to “own” ethics
– in the same way others typically
might “own” security, legal or CSR.

Key
challenges
you need to
know about:

The core challenge ethics owners face, as Data & Society discovered, is
balancing the management of external criticisms that drive at the heart of
their business operations and practices with the internal logics of their own
companies and industry at large.
Businesses exist to make money. It is a real challenge to drive forward
practices geared towards the social good that also appeal to the
commercial imperative – and aren’t seen as just another roadblock.

You can’t just troubleshoot ethical issues
Tech is, and always has been, about solving problems:
capitalising on the opportunity each challenge creates.
When it comes to tackling technical issues, this is true.
But for messy ethical questions – as research from the Data & Society
Research Institute has found – the type of checklists, procedures and
evaluation metrics applied to engineering problems don’t always work.
always achieved. They are “navigated and negotiated” – not solved.
Call out culture is coming for ‘ethics-washing’
Barely a tech conference goes by without at least one session around
ethics. With this comes some weariness of “all talk and no action”.
Meanwhile, expect growing scepticism around grand gestures without the
thinking to back it up. And if an organisation is facing scrutiny around low
pay or a lack of diversity, a big statement to address major global issues
such as climate change will be seen as another attempt to distract from
their own moral failings.
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In order to build more trust with the public – whether
that’s with investors or customers – tech firms need
to prioritise transparency. When a firm makes a
mistake, they should hold their hands up and admit
it, with clear wording about what went wrong, why
it went wrong and how they’re fixing it. This is
particularly pertinent in the current climate, where
mistakes are magnified by the outsized impact
they may have on vulnerable consumers
or the troubled business environment.

Problems
of definition
Unlike security, legal, and CSR, ethics is a broad term that
holds a variety of meanings in different contexts. These include
issues that are both internal and external to an organisation.

Additionally, it never comes off well when a company
makes multiple statements over the same issue as
more information comes to light. Be upfront from
the start.

They can range from inequality in the workplace through
to the implications of creating facial recognition tech for
surveillance purposes.

Emily Nicolle,
Technology Editor, City AM

This means that one set of guidelines and rules are unlikely
to ever be comprehensive enough to address a complex and
ever-growing range of issues, which also tend to shift as
societal norms and expectations change.

Tech firms must reduce their carbon
footprints, be more open, consult more widely
before launching products, and accept that
their business models and profits may need to
fundamentally change to accommodate better
data privacy protections for consumers.
Charlotte Jee,
Reporter, MIT Technology Review

Tristan Harris @tristanharris
for technology to be in *COMPETITION* to protect
and regenerate our attention spans, and sustained
concentration and continuity of attention on major
global challenges (climate change, inequality)?

05.30 pm · 14 Aug, 2019
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A challenge we see is helping clients navigate the hype
and reality of AI tools and guiding them towards the
benefits of using AI. Many executives view AI as a
technology to replace jobs. However, we see AI as
“augmented intelligence.” A tool to augment work tasks,
rather than displace employees. It is a highly valuable tool
for those who are looking to increase productivity through
data-driven decision making.
In the current situation with the Coronavirus, we’re seeing a
significant impact on businesses and consumers around the
world, and AI is playing a hugely important role in various
ways such as: fighting misinformation, researching new
drugs, processing data and uncovering insights.
It is during crises such as this one, that we need to use
our amazing resources to work together to find solutions
that support our communities. As we carry on through 2020,
it will continue to be of importance to communicate the
power of AI to business leaders.
David Benigson, CEO, Signal AI

3 Big Lessons
Be upfront about the specific issues you
face – and what you’re doing about them
Different companies face difference ethical challenges, so don’t
simply mimic others. If you believe it is in the interest of public
safety to share data with the authorities, own up and explain why
you’re doing it.

Be honest about what you don’t (yet) know
It’s impossible to have all the answers right now, and it’s okay to
be upfront about what you don’t know. It’s about engaging in the
discussion and showing (not just telling) how you are addressing
the issues.
Charity begins at home
will be taken more seriously. People will remember these times and
the actions brands take. If you’ve promised to put customers or
the consequences. If you can’t deliver, refer to the above lessons.
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OPEN UP TO
EMOTIONAL
ELASTICITY

Emerging technologies –
especially those directed at
the consumer – are pervasive
and persuasive.
This is most readily apparent
in the digital interfaces that
are now the engines of today’s
customer experience.
From online banking to
Instagram scrolling, these have
come to open new discussions
about mental health, the use of
attention, work-life balance, and
spending habits.
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UNPUT
DOWNABLE
The end of brain hacking?
You won’t have missed all the reports on the rise of tech addiction.
Meanwhile, mental health continues its ascent as a major priority for
government, business and consumers—particularly when much of the
world is experiencing lockdowns and other social distancing measures.
Both Apple and Alphabet’s Android now have introduced ‘Screen Time’
features enabling consumers to better manage their relationships with
their apps. Mental health apps like Headspace have also seen huge
spikes in use.
It’s not over. Expect to see:
• Firms scrutinised on how they leverage their UX design to hold
consumers’ attention
• Growing calls for the creation of wholesome and non-addictive digital
experiences
• Heightened consumer demand for apps that support positive mental
health and wellbeing
The pressure is now on tech companies to show the value they add to
people’s experiences, rather than the time or money they take from them.
While most are stuck at home, glued to their smart phones, inanely
scrolling through endless metres of rolling news coverage, there’s never
been a more important time for tech companies to be protecting the
mental and physical health of their customers.

EASY
SWITCHING
A double edged sword

over legacy industry players is the ease with
which customers can adopt them.

has grown, the challenge has shifted from
customer acquisition to customer retention.
A few giveaways and incentives are enough
to prompt customers to switch from one
provider to another, especially when doing so
is now so easy.
As a result, the need to create a compelling
brand identity with which customers can
identify is crucial.
It’s also vital for technology brands to
demonstrate that they have their customers’
best interests at heart. In the current climate,
companies need to make their customers
feel valued and informed.
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CORONAVIRUS, A
NEW LIFE FOR VR?
For a time, some parts of the immersive tech
ecosystem appeared to have fallen into the trough
of disillusionment. But advances in both the hardware
and software front have meant that VR and AR will
enter the mainstream in a way that will surprise the
nay-sayers.
• On a consumer level, it is collapsing distances
created by geography and transporting people to
new lands and storytelling experiences where they
would otherwise have missed out.
• On an enterprise level, there’s an ever-growing
range of applications, from enabling creative product
design through to improving staff training for jobs in
dangerous environments.
Furthermore, it’s possible that the Covid-19 epidemic
will cause behavioural shifts that will last much longer
than the outbreak itself—accelerating immersive
technologies up the adoption curve much faster than
previously thought.
Will VR become the default tool for employee training
source of entertainment in our living rooms, or herald
a new era of virtual travel? Probably not but it will

VR/AR may have over-promised and underdelivered in the past. But things are changing
for the better. The headsets are now cheaper,
lighter and more user-friendly, and content is
improving all the time. We’re predicting the
technology will bring a $1.5 trillion boost to
global GDP by 2030 and this’ll be bolstered
by the arrival of 5G promising access to
even greater connectivity and moving more
processing from the device to the cloud.
There are more and more businesses getting
on board and seeing for themselves the huge
benefits these technologies can deliver. VR
and AR are opening up environments and
situations that would be expensive, dangerous
or limited in the real world. That’s what really
excites me, my team, the VR/AR community
and the people we work with.
Jeremy Dalton,
Head of VR/AR, PwC UK

Software and technology companies
attempting to build stronger engagement
and trust with their customers need
to continuously showcase value. Value
means different things to different people
- and ranges from ROI, innovation and
creativity, connecting artists to creative
communities to just simply having
products that perform in the way they
need. Knowing what is valuable to your
customer and then demonstrating how
you offer that is imperative.
In the current situation, this is more
relevant than ever. From keeping your
community connected and skilled-up
through virtual events to rapidly
introducing new ways to support
customers working remotely. Being
flexible and agile enough to quickly
adapt to changing customer needs,
whilst maintaining an open dialogue
and offering the right support will be
key to the success of the industry.
Lisa Cheung,
Director of Marketing and
Brand Strategy, Foundry
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TAKEAWAYS
Customers are not looking to access things the way
they used to, they want to be able to access them in
real time at their convenience. Stakeholders are looking
to maintain relevance, with all the ongoing changes
within technology and digitization, so it is important for
them to be updating their services in order to retain
their customer base.

1

Creating a compelling brand identity
is more important than ever before:
The way to retain customers will be by building an
emotional connection that can endure over time.

2

Show customers that you
have their interests in mind:
an extended grace period for replaying their
overdrafts in light of recent events, or a dating
app that’s ‘designed to be deleted’, are examples

However, for customers to use these new services,
they need to be reliable. The technology has to be
able to function properly when the customer is using
it otherwise the trust between customer and
stakeholder will be severed. In this day and age, where
so much technology and new services are available,
this is critical.
Melika Jahangiri,
Vice President of
Global Key Accounts
and Head of US Sales,
Wunder Mobility

that we’re on your side. These are not bad
examples to follow.
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Bill Gates and Paul Allen, Larry Page
and Sergey Brin, Steve Jobs and the Woz.
The world’s biggest tech companies were forged and

6

We’re
all in this
together

of two individuals collided to create history.

consortium with other companies, higher education institutions
and governments are clear. Sharing best practices, learning
from each other’s expertise, working collectively towards a
common goal, gaining exposure and credibility in the media
and wider industry – to name but a few.
What binds these issues together is the desire – from governments,
industries and society – to create meaningful and impactful change.
To make the world a better place.
Now, more than ever, industry collaboration will be key for solving real
world issues. From manufacturing ventilators for the NHS, to fast tracking
vaccine development, technology companies are combining to tackle the
most pressing challenges facing humanity today.
Meanwhile, there’s a growing recognition that disruptive entrants are not
simply going to displace legacy players. Exciting scale-ups and traditional
players have different sets of expertise and have to rely on each other to
varying degrees. Emerging technologies often impact and interact with
more than one industry and discipline, and their route to market will be
co-created with organisations across the wider ecosystem.

Georgina Cox
Media Relations Manager, MINI UK
We’re acutely aware that consumers
expect a commitment to sustainability
and environmental protection, almost
as standard. Equally, we need to make
sure every story we share lives true
to MINI’s brand values and brings this
commitment fully to life.
Collaboration and brand partnerships
are a key route to achieving this; the
conscious choice of who we partner
with, and what these partnerships
deliver, allows us to showcase the
optimistic spirit of the brand while
tapping into the credentials and
audiences of likeminded brands.
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STAR PLAYERS:
THE PARTNERSHIPS LEADING
THE FIGHT AGAINST CORONAVIRUS
Covid-19 Therapeutics Accelerator
The Bill Gates Foundation has joined forces
with 15 leading technology and pharmaceutical
companies to accelerate treatments for Covid19. The unprecedented partnership aims to
develop vaccines, diagnostics and treatments in
response to the pandemic.
In an example of how quickly the industry can
move in a crisis, the collaboration was agreed
over a conference call.
Dyson
Dyson has designed a new ventilator in response
to a call on behalf of the NHS.

Dyson plan to produce

15,000
CoVent ventilators

Working with TTP, the Melbourne based technology
and product development company, the business is
aiming to produce 15,000 ventilators known as the
CoVent.
The bed-mounted, portable system can run on mains
hospitals if required.

Elliot Wellsteed-Crook,
Head of Communications, London Tech Week
If the UK is to keep its place as the third largest
global tech hub, industry and government must
collaborate. Until now, talent has been the
beating heart of the UK tech sector. But with
growing market and public scrutiny, the UK must
be more than a talent and investment hub, it
must have a greater purpose.
London Tech Week puts the spotlight on the UK
as the world leader in the responsible and ethical
development of technology. Providing a forum
for collaboration where global business realises
the potential of innovation, and industry and
government look to emerging technologies to
tackle the world’s toughest challenges, as part
of the week-long City-wide festival of innovation.

It is estimated that the NHS will need at least 30,000
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UNTANGLING THE WEB OF
INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS
There’s no doubt that collaborative
initiatives – when carried out for the
right reasons, and in the right way
– can propel industries forward and
make exciting innovations a reality
much quicker than when done in
isolation.
But, as an Axios article noted
last year, “some partnerships lack
substance and seem to be driven as
much by ambition and the need for
credibility and capital as they are by
true commercialisation efforts”.
Herein lies the problem: there’s a
growing perception – particularly
among tech journalists – that too
many partnerships are simply
headline-grabbing deals. Some
MOUs have been called out for being
incredibly vague and non-committal.
Here, companies express little more
than an intention to one day do
something together…maybe. It’s
not enough, and it can undermine
credibility in the long run.

Arun Anand,
Founder & CEO, Electric Miles
Collaboration is the only way forward to ensure
businesses and government are able to meet impending
sustainable and commercial needs. This is especially
the case in newer markets such as smart mobility where
different domains such as automotive, energy and utilities
all have to work together with Government regulations
to build products to achieve the same goal of Net
Zero 2050.
I think it is paramount to understand that there is enough
business for everyone if we get it right and really focus
on creating great products using collaboration rather than
thinking they can do it all and alone in-silo. Doing this will
only slow the market for growth where this hockey curve
demand will never be able to be met. Treat tech start-ups
as key partners and use their agility towards quicker and
slicker product development rather than a threat.
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Tech’s role in our lives has never been
more dominant, never been more needed,
and probably never been more valued.
How does the industry harness all that
opportunity, without stifling the positive
role it is seen to be playing? It’s a tricky
balance to strike, but those that do so
successfully will come out of the storm
stronger and ready for what comes next.

Takeaways

Elisabeth Field,
CEO, Eulogy

2

1

EMBRACE THE ‘BLITZ SPIRIT’
The avalanche of cross-industry
against coronavirus represents a
reset moment for the technology
sleeves up will inspire others to
meet the challenges head on and
embrace the wartime spirit. Now
is the time to make a difference
and show the world the positive
difference you’re making, to inspire
and motivate others.

IDENTIFY, SIMPLIFY, AMPLIFY!
Identify a core purpose that works
across all elements of the initiative
all members. In a solution-driven
industry, ensure the message
emphasises the drive to solve a
real-world and widely recognised
challenge. Then maximise each
partner’s network and capabilities
to ensure the message reaches the
intended audience.

Eulogy is helping tech businesses
to navigate these challenging
times. Contact us to find out
how we can help you traverse
the current uncertainty and drive
long-term growth.
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ABOUT EULOGY

CLIENT EXPERIENCE

Eulogy is an independent
communications agency based in
London. Founded in 1996, Eulogy
provides strategic communications
support, driving lasting growth for a
diverse range of technology companies.
From scale-ups to enterprise technology
businesses, we draw on over 23 years’
experience to help solve pressing
business challenges, from market
penetration and driving adoption
through to brand development
and reputation management.

www.eulogy.co.uk
@eulogy_london
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Contact us
lasting growth for your tech business, reach out to the tech
team at Eulogy or visit our website at www.eulogy.co.uk.

JAMES STEWARD
Director, Technology

PHIL BORGE-SLAVNICH
Managing Director

ELISABETH FIELD
CEO

James.Steward@eulogy.co.uk

Phil@eulogy.co.uk

Elisabeth@eulogy.co.uk

+44 (0) 20 3077 2000
Third Floor,
Sutton Yard,
65 Goswell Road,
London EC1V 7EN
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